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Abstract. In Workflow Management Systems (WFMSs), transaction
isolation is managed most of the time by the underlying database system
using ANSI SQL strategies. These strategies do not take sufficiently into
account process aspects. Our work consists in studying with more depth
the relation between isolation strategy and process dimension as well as
the real isolation needs in workflow environments. To carry out these
needs, we define ‘spheres of isolation’ inspired from ‘spheres of control’
proposed by C. T. Davies. Spheres of isolation take into account real
workflow isolation needs with separation of concerns between workflow
design and the specification of its transactional properties.
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Introduction

The specification of transactional constraints in business processes is always
a paramount stake especially in co-operative processes or distributed and composed e-services. In WFMSs, transactions are usually implemented by teh DBMS.
Those systems generally use standard ANSI SQL [1] to define the isolation’s
constraints of a transaction. The problem lies in the fact that these isolation’s
constraints cannot always satisfy those of a workflow process. The process dimension in atomicity has been already analysed in [4] and give more capabilities
to transactional WFMS. Isolation [11] has been already studied in cooperative
process environment in a recent past (Contracts [9] and Coo [6]) but has never
been generalized to workflow processes.
To carry out that problem, we take as a starting point the approach of
‘Spheres of control’ proposed by C.T. Davies in [8]. This approach was re-used
in [4] to introduce spheres of atomicity allowing customised specification of atomicity in transactional workflow. We follow the same approach to define spheres
of isolation in order to allow a customized specification of isolation constraints
in transactional workflow. We consider a process as being the concurrent execution of sets of activities which can have various constraints regarding isolation.
We want to allow the workflow designer to decide on the degree of isolation
necessary for a group of activites. Our approach introduces also a separation
of concerns between process and transactional properties definition. The definition of the process should reflect the real organization of work in the company.

Transactional properties should reflect technical aspects of the execution and
consistency needs and should not influence the process definition.
In the following sections of the article, we analyze the stakes and needs of
isolation in workflow systems compared to database systems. Next we develop
our approach based on ‘spheres of isolation’ to allow customized isolation in
transactional workflow.
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Transactions in workflows : current approaches

Advanced transaction models were introduced to enhance transaction support
in WFMSs and provide more flexibility compared to traditional database transactions (ACID). Their implementation in workflows was studied in [2]. These
models included process dimension on transaction management but were focused
mainly on atomicity property. Current implementations of transaction models in
WFMS are so heterogeneous and complex that a real taxonomy of transactional
workflow implementations was defined in [5]. This taxonomy is a representation
of the real practice of transactional properties in WFMSs.
Our approach is to study the real needs of WFMS for isolation properties.
These properties are usually confused with database transactional needs. Atomicity needs in WFMS has been already established in [4]. The crucial difference
between these needs and those of database systems is the definition of atomicity
constraints to groups of activities called spheres of atomicity. In the next section,
we perform a similar approach to study the real isolation needs in WFMSs.

3
3.1

Isolation requirements in WFMS
Isolation levels in traditional transactions

The isolation problem occurs when several transactions access to the same data.
In several information systems, the isolation stake grows when the data used are
accessed by more and more concurrent transactions and increasingly independent
transactions. The problem that occurs in this case is the lack of flexibility of
the isolation strategy. In database systems, isolation is guaranteed via isolation
levels [1]. There are four isolation levels: Read Uncommitted, Read Committed,
Repeateable Read and Serializable. These levels make it possible to provide more
or less undesired phenomena (dirty read, fuzzy read and phantom [1]).
Isolation levels suggested in (ANSI SQL, 1992)[1] were criticized in [3]. However they are largely used in current databases systems. Other approaches based
on timestamps were studied and are based on optimistic locking systems. Nevertheless, all existing approaches do not express isolation requirements adapted
to transactional workflows. In the next section, we expose what are process dimension based isolation requirements in WFMSs.

3.2

Isolation requirements for Transactional Workflow

Isolation problems are more and more obvious depending on the data visibility.
Indeed, the data used in WFMS were classified in 7 types according to their
visibility according to workflow data patterns[10]. The need of process support
in isolation strategy depends on the workflow data visibility starting at task data
visibility where there is no isolation needs and continue with this order : block,
scope, case, workflow, environment, multiple instance data visibility. Multiple
instance execution [7] produces the highest need of process dimension support.
The goal of our work is to adapt isolation levels to workflow. That becomes
possible if we take into account not only needs of single activities but also needs of
a group of activities of the process (collaborative work, distributed or composed
e-services). We identified two main needs consisting in the control of cohesion
and coherence of a group of activities.
Cohesion means the fact that activities of the same group use the same
reference for data access. Activities can then use data with ensurance that all
of them are using the same version and are seeing only changes made by them.
External activities (not part of the group) that may want to modify the same
data during the execution of the group will not influence the referencial used by
the group. The referential can be seen as a view of data, readable and writable
only by activities of a restricted group.
Coherence of data is another important need. Indeed, a group of activities
usually needs to ensure that the impact of its execution do not introduce some
mistakes or inconsistencies. These inconsistencies are usually due to the use of
temporary or uncommitted data produced by the group.
The coherence concerns the external environment of the group while cohesion
concerns the internal one. Based on these two main needs, we will introduce in
the next section the notion of ‘isolation spheres’.
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Our approach: isolation spheres

In the last few years, some work has been inspired from the sphere of control
proposed by Davies [8] to enhance expressivity of transactional properties, especially in [4] where the notion of atomicity sphere has been developed. In our
work, we take the same approach to define ‘spheres of isolation’ as follows:
Definition : An isolation sphere represents a group of activities in a workflow
process working in concurrency on some data. The sphere ensure the cohesion
(constraints on reference data) and the coherence of the sphere refering to concurrent activities or other spheres. The cohesion and coherence constraints allow
a process support in isolation strategy.
All or a part of the data used by sphere activities represents the data that
have to be controlled (data concerned by isolation on which necessary locks need
to be applied). To ensure cohesion and coherence on these data, we introduce
some cohesion levels and some coherence levels. Before introducing these levels
we need to define some notations:

A process (or workflow process) represents tasks called activities and these
tasks are executed following an execution order established throw a control flow
between activities. A sphere is defined as part of a process. In WFMSs, a sphere
is composed of activities of the workflow.
Let S the set of spheres and s ∈ S.
∆s is the set of data concerned by isolation sphere s ∈ S. This set of data is
defined by the workflow designer and is a subset of the data used by the group.
A(s) is the set of activities of s ∈ S.
The state of a data δ changes over time due to activities execution and
takes several values {δ0 , δ1 , ..., δn } corresponding respectively to several instants
{t0 < t1 < ... < tn }. If the value δi was written by an activity α, we note it δiα .
We note δ α the value validated (committed) of δ written by α.
4.1

Properties of isolation spheres

Isolation spheres properties are cohesion and coherence. Cohesion means the
fact that all activities of the sphere have the same view on data they access.
The view represent a reference data that all activities of the sphere will read
or update. External activities updates will not be visible from the sphere view.
This common view represents the basis of cohesion in a group of activities but
there are different possible cohesion levels based on the initial view isolation
constraints. These levels of cohesion are as follows: Let s ∈ S and δ ∈ ∆s ,
Level 0 : Read Uncommitted : if an activity of the sphere s reads δ it can
read only max(δ s , δiα ) such as α ∈ A(s) and δ s corresponds to the value of δ
read the first time by an activity belonging to the sphere.
Level 1 : Read Committed : if an activity of the sphere reads δ then it can
read only the max(δ s , δiα ) such as α ∈ A(s) and δ s corresponds to the validated
(committed) value of δ read the first time by an activity belonging to the sphere.
Level 2 : Repeatable Read : same case of Read Committed except that it
is also concluded that the value of δ is not modified by an activity external to
the sphere as long as the sphere did not finish its execution yet. The end of the
execution of a sphere occurs when all its activities finished their execution.
Level 3 : Serializable : emulates an execution in series of the sphere and
its external environment (activites, spheres or processes). This level ensure a
serialisability between the sphere and the external environment of the sphere
but does not ensure a serialisability between the activities of the sphere.
Coherence of sphere represents how activities share their data with their
external environment. Different levels of coherence can be defined as follows:
Level 0 : Atomic coherence : all the values of a data written by the activities
of the sphere are visible outside of the sphere. If an activity α of the sphere
writes δ then all δiα are visible outside the sphere.
Level 1 : Selective coherence : only the validated values written by the
activities of the sphere are visible outside of the sphere. If an activity α of the
sphere writes δ then only δ α is visible outside the sphere.
Level 2 : Global coherence : only the last validated value written by an

activity of the sphere is visible outside. If activities of the sphere s write δ then
only δ α is visible outside the sphere, α being the last activity of s to write δ.
4.2

Phenomena significance in isolation spheres context

The undesired phenomena noted in database systems don’t have the same significance when we use isolation spheres. Both cohesion and coherence release
isolation constraints and the significance of each phenomenon differs from a
classic transaction to an isolation sphere as follows:
For a classic transaction χ:
Dirty Read : Read of δiα and α rollbacks
Fuzzy Read : Read of δ α such as δ α < δiβ < δ χ
Phantom : Ask for a request and the result is modified during execution by insertion of new data by another transaction
For isolation Sphere s:
Dirty Read : Read of δiα such as α ∈ A(s) and α rollbacks
Fuzzy Read : Read of δ α such as δ α < δiβ < δ s and β ∈
/ A(s)
Phantom : Ask for a request and the result is modified during execution by
insertion of new data by activity external to the sphere
The control of the two dimensions (cohesion + coherence) makes it possible to
define in a finer way isolation requirements for groups of activities. The choice of
cohesion and coherence levels influences the degree of divergence and the degree
of data exchange flexibility between activities of the sphere and its environment.
Divergence increases from (cohesion3/coherence0) to (cohesion0/coherence2).
Flexibility increases from (cohesion3/coherence2) to (cohesion0/coherence0).
4.3

Advanced organization of isolation spheres : nested isolation
spheres

Activities of a sphere are able to execute without worrying if somebody of the
outside environement will obstruct their work. However it is inevitable to have
requirements on isolation inside the sphere itself. A sphere can then contain
others sub soheres that have different isolation needs. Thus we introduced nested
isolation spheres. A sub sphere ensure its own cohesion and define its coherence
with the immediate top sphere. We think that this kind of organization increases
considerably the expressivity in term of isolation in a transactional workflow.

5

Conclusion and perspective

In this article, we have focused on isolation in transactional workflow. Existing approaches use techniques of isolation adapted to databases and not really
to workflow context. We have made a specific adaptation of isolation levels to
transactional workflow increasing expressivity in term of isolation and allowing
process to get rid of long blocking due to database isolation methods. Our study
of the problem revealed that the basic isolation entity in current transactional

workflow systems is the single activity. We have established the importance of
isolation properties for groups of activities. Two main isolation properties have
been established for groups of activities in transactional workflow : Cohesion
and Coherence. Our approach to make these two propeties realizable is based
on ‘Isolation Spheres’ inspired from ‘Spheres of control’.
This work requires to be continued in order to consider several aspects as
the relation between the declaration of isolation spheres and the control flow
governing the workflow, a simple way to easy choose coherence and cohesion
levels, and finally an implementation of ‘isolation spheres’ functionalities must
be carried out in a WFMS in order to validate the feasibility of this approach.
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